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Abstract: This article is centered around the sort of virtual reality (VR) – MoCap – motion capture. VR is utilized as a part of the planning and design procedure of the working environment. Firstly, the work environment is designed and before actual building the various conditions are simulated. Product of this simulation by VR is the working environment/ building. VR is utilized too in the medical treatments. This paper investigates a way to deal with physical rehabilitation using best in class advances in virtual reality and motion tracking. As of present, there has been a boom in the utilization of the Kalman channel in Virtual/ Augmented Reality. This paper presents a brief introduction to the Kalman filter and the development of the utilization of the filter in VR motion tracking.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This article is centered on the sort of virtual reality (VR) – MoCap – motion capture. Motion capture is the technique of recording patterns of client’s movement digitally and the interpretation of these movements into the developments of advanced digital model.

In the recent years, video games advancements and technologies are quickly developing by changing the way clients interact with the game. Some of these technologies, which are changing the gaming worldview, are motion tracking and virtual reality. Motion trackers began to show up in the gaming business in the mid 2000s, with products, for example, the EyeToy for PlayStation. Later in the decade, there was an imperative development in the amount of games where the client required a more direct interaction with the console as opposed to simply pressing buttons in a controller, for example, moving their bodies in certain approaches to accomplish objectives. The absolute most regular gadgets responsible for recording and tracking the client movements were the WiiMote, Wii MotionPlus and Wii Balance Board from Nintendo, Kinect from Microsoft and the PlayStation Move and Eye from Sony. Every one of these gadgets utilize diverse technologies to accomplish a comparative objective, by means of camcorders, pressure sensors, depth sensors, gyroscopes, accelerometers, and so on. Sometimes, games involving motion tracking are called active games, and the reality of playing these is regularly referred as exergaming, and to the date a few researchers have investigated the benefits of this practice.

Regarding virtual reality, it is really an old idea, as the term goes back to the 1980s and the idea and the technology existed years before. However, late advances accomplishing a satisfactory level of virtual reality are presently beginning to become mainstream, as gadgets, for example, Oculus Rift are creating extraordinary expectations and its cost is currently affordable for a lot of clients. Additionally, there is expanding enthusiasm from the academic group in this area, as it can be seen in the organization of recent sessions, for example, the one from IEEE based this topic. Moreover, there are broad and various number of fields other than gaming where virtual reality can be connected, for example, education or military training among numerous others. However, one of the areas where the use of virtual reality turns out to be all the more promising is medicine, as medical specialists and students have been utilizing virtual reality for performing simulations of surgery interventions, and lately this area is incorporating virtual reality gadgets for patients.

Secondly, in today’s time organizations frequently need to simulate some natural events, for example, individuals strolling or moving a few things from some place to another. The organizations regularly need to recreate/simulate some working environment before the real building. For this reproduction, the virtual reality (VR) is flawless solution. At the beginning the workplace is modelled and different conditions are simulated before its real building which makes provision for ergonomic requirements, because a badly designed workplace increases additional costs and assembling time. As of now most organizations endeavor to set up the projects of new items by reenactments/ simulations and investigation and not on presumptions or conjecture. Personnel are moving among virtual machines and monitor their location. In the case of a new idea, plan
is reconditioned and the client is moving to the new area again. If the manufactory is optimally designed, then realization its building starts.8 VR has in these stages a very imperative part as there are substantial financial savings. The outcomes are working environments, which influence arrangement for demand and thus these working environments help to avoid for tiredness of laborers and subsequently for sickness from work and it reduces fluctuation of workers and so the costs for training of new workers. The manual assembling is simulated in ergonomical angles as well, for instance whether the laborer will have enough space for the hands and assembled components and whether he will have a decent view for the activity (Figure 1). This technology is for the most part utilized for car and aviation industries.2,4,9,13,22
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The difficulties are considerably more greater for augmented reality (AR), where computer graphics images are mixed with a client's perspective of the real world. Misregistration can be confusing or distracting, for applications such as AR-assisted surgery.53 The present frameworks regularly employ client-worn components the size of a golf ball or smaller, and can accomplish head position accuracy and resolution of tenths of millimeters, and orientation accuracy and resolution of hundredths of degrees, all with latencies on the request of milliseconds.

While the reasons for visual mistake in interactive computer graphics frameworks are various, the errors originating in the tracking framework have a tendency to dominate every single other source. In Rich Holloway's 1995 Ph.D. paper, he altogether broke down the sources of error in an augmented reality (AR) framework for computer supported surgical planning.55 He inferred that error in head tracking is the real reason for registration error in AR frameworks, and that inactivity is one of the essential drivers of error in head tracking. His investigation is still suitable today, and will be for a long time to come, given the principal idea of it.

The sources of error in a tracking system are typically described as static or dynamic. As for the previous, there are ordinarily a few parts between which static geometric changes must be evaluated preceding utilization of the framework. Cases would be the six degree-of-freedom (6 DOF) transform from a laboratory coordinate system to that of the tracking system, and the 6 DOF change from a head-worn tracker sensor to the client's eyes. Contingent upon the separation distances and angles included, the error amplification can be nontrivial.

Specialists continue to study the effect of system latency on VR frameworks; but, given the inconceivability of lessening the inactivity to zero, motion prediction plans proliferate. In fact, as opposed to fusion or filtering, it is the issue of motion prediction that gave rise to the earliest utilization of the Kalman filter in human motion tracking for virtual reality. Many years passed before VR specialists understood that the Kalman filter is maybe the ideal device for exquisitely combining multisensor filtering, fusion and motion prediction in a solitary quick and exact structure.

Figure 1. VR in designing the assembly process of a car26

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

1. Human Motion Tracking for Virtual Reality

As VR is innately an interactive paradigm, a basic piece of most VR frameworks is the online, real-time, constant estimation of human movement—essentially head movement—with the end goal of creating head-coupled synthetic imagery. For most applications, head tracking is viewed as more vital than stereo imagery. To cite Sutherland, “Although stereo presentation is important to the three-dimensional illusion, it is less important than the change which takes place in the image when the observer moves his head. The image presented by the three-dimensional display must change in exactly the same way which the image of a real object would change for similar motions of the user’s head. Psychologists have long known that moving perspective images appear strikingly three-dimensional even without stereo presentation.”54

Presenting computer-generated imagery that changes “exactly the same way that the image of a real object would change” translates into very demanding requirements for the accuracy, resolution, and speed (low latency and high update rate) of the head tracking and image generation.53 The issue is that we people have a lifetime of involvement with visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive correspondences, and even the scantest discernible deviations can bring about a break in the client's feeling of presence in the virtual world, or more terrible, sickness.
2. NEW SOFTWARES AND DEVICES FOR MOTION TRACKING IN VIRTUAL REALITY IN INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

2.1 FIRST CASE OF MOTION TRACKING

A. Device - ARTrack2

ARTrack2 is a passive framework, which utilizes detached inflexible body targets. These markers are back mirroring the approaching IR radiation into the direction of the approaching light. These markers are for the most part spheres secured with retro reflecting foils, yet can likewise be stickers produced using retro reflecting material. This passive framework does not require wearing wires or electronic gadgets from client. Markers are typically connected straightforwardly to the client.24

![Figure 2. The ART Setup (Principle of Passive Targets)](image)

The calibration of targets is quick and straightforward. The recognizable proof of a rigid body depends on the separations between single markers in a target. This implies that each target needs to demonstrate a novel arrangement of marker distances.24 For head tracking in passive stereo frameworks, tracking targets must be fixed to the stereo glasses and different targets are joined straightforwardly to the client.

B. Software - Virtools

One of the numerous software products utilized for 3D visualization is Virtools (Figure 3). In figure 3, there is the fundamental section of this software interface – graphic window with 3D models on the left side, hierarchy manager on the right side and window for creating graphic script is placed down. This product permits fast and simple creation of a virtual world. The creation of models in Virtools isn't possible, however simple components, for example, cameras, lights, rooms and standard media, like pictures, sounds, animations and models can be made with the click of a button in Virtools Resources.8 It is basic programming software, which utilizes the production of graphics script to make behaviours of components from virtual world. It is easier for a client like using a text script.19

![Figure 3. Virtools](image)

C. The use of ARTrack2 and Virtools

This case demonstrates how ARTrack2 and Virtools can be utilized for motion tracking. This case presents motion in the virtual corridor, which is same like when a client is moving. When conditions of designed hall are tested after the real building, it is exceptionally valuable. The production hall with various devices is modelled in ProEngineer system.8 After optical system starts, the calibration of this system is running. Then the “walking” in virtual production hall is possible.5 When the client stands on the place, where the calibration was performed, in the virtual hall the client stands too.8 In this way, the direction in which the client is moving, in the virtual world he is moving in a similar way. At the point when the client is close to the calibration position, his speed of walking in the virtual world is moderate and when he is further, his speed is quicker. So the client can try some properties of new designed hall, for example location of machines and he can try, whether will have enough place for the crossing among machines with a material.8

In this arrangement, when the client doesn't move, in the virtual production hall he is moving constantly. In the event that the client needs to remain in the virtual world, he needs to go back – on the calibration place. It is a decent arrangement, however more costly. In this illustration client can attempt to use the virtual worker and he can control with its hands and attempt that the virtual worker has enough place for assembly procedure of parts - for body, how is the view on the segments.

2.2 SECOND CASE OF MOTION TRACKING

A. Device - Polhemus Patriot

Patriot is the cost-effective solution for 6 DOF motion tracking. It's an expandable framework that can
accommodate up to two sensors, making ideal for a wide array of uses. Patriot provides dynamic, real-time measurements of position (X, Y and Z Cartesian coordinates) and orientation (azimuth, elevation and roll).\textsuperscript{23}

Patriot includes a system electronics unit (SEU), a power supply, one sensor and one source (Figure 4). The system’s capabilities can be expanded by simply adding an additional sensor or an optional stylus.\textsuperscript{23}

![Polhemus Patriot](image)

**Figure 4. Polhemus Patriot**

3. MEDICAL APPLICATIONS OF MOTION TRACKING

Scholarly enthusiasm for applying new innovations in the medical field has essentially expanded in the current years. This segment investigates related work where advances, for example, virtual reality or motion tracking are utilized for medical applications, including physical recovery.

The utilization of virtual reality to the fields of rehabilitation and treatment has been analyzed for a long time, and 10 years prior it was developing fundamentally. This reality prompted the distribution of a SWOT investigation of this topic \textsuperscript{40}, which uncovered it to be a promising territory for the coming years. Some current works uncover a few uses of virtual reality to physical rehabilitation, for example, the utilization of Oculus Rift glasses during occupational therapy in kid patients with burn wounds to decrease the torment of the treatment.\textsuperscript{1}

Besides, a vital preferred standpoint of virtual reality is that it can be utilized to upgrade the advancement of proprioception, which in the meantime can have extra points of interest. The idea of presence and awareness in virtual reality frameworks was investigated in the early-and mid-2000s.\textsuperscript{3,5} Medical applications for this principle have been investigated in the current years with research works including lessening phantom limb pain,\textsuperscript{7,14} gaining useful abilities in patients with cerebral paralysis,\textsuperscript{21} accomplishing upper limb rehabilitation of stroke patients,\textsuperscript{26} and enhancing balance and postural stability in patients with diabetic peripheral neuropathy.\textsuperscript{17} Also, the use of virtual reality in neuroscience has been lately explored.\textsuperscript{38}

With respect to motion tracking, medical applications were investigated in the institute not long after the first devices showed up in the 1980s.\textsuperscript{15} By far, the most widely recognized device inside this examination field is Microsoft Kinect, which has been utilized for an assortment of applications including appraisal of postural control,\textsuperscript{18} assessment of foot posture,\textsuperscript{16} identifying anterior cruciate ligament injury risk\textsuperscript{20} and again for in-clinic and in-home physical rehabilitation.\textsuperscript{41,42} and for upgrading portability and diminishing the danger of falling with gait tracking.\textsuperscript{43}

Besides Kinect, Leap Motion has additionally been utilized for hand rehabilitation,\textsuperscript{44} and particular gadgets, for example, smart gloves have been created for enhancing hand and upper extremity function.\textsuperscript{45} The utilization of other motion tracking tools for physical rehabilitation has additionally been surveyed,\textsuperscript{46} and in cases as preventing cognitive decline results better results than with conventional exercise have been achieved.\textsuperscript{47} Finally, the mix of motion tracking and virtual reality for physical rehabilitation has likewise been investigated.

Another way to deal with physical rehabilitation of the right shoulder’s rotator cuff joins immersive virtual reality utilizing Oculus Rift DK2 goggles and motion tracking utilizing Intel RealSense.\textsuperscript{5} These gadgets was both released in the second half of 2014, so they can be considered best in class advances in their separate fields. A soccer game has been created where the patient plays the part of the goalkeeper, and needs to stop the balls that are shot with certain recurrence and height (angle), keeping in mind the end goal to perform shoulder adduction and abduction movements. The motion tracking device performs tracking of the position of the upper body skeleton and the game increases the patient’s score if the movement is performed accurately (in which case, the ball will be stopped).

As the patient wears the virtual reality glasses, he can’t see his surrounding environment, which is replaced by a virtual soccer field. Additionally, the patient is just able to see the position of his hand, but not whatever is left of his body, neither one of the arm. This improves the impacts of proprioception, as the patient must perform an extra effort to do the required movements in the correct way, keeping the storage compartment straight and the arm totally expanded.

Finally, four experts tried and evaluated the game, concluding that it shows promising results for the sake of shoulder rehabilitation, pointing out that an expert should supervise at least the first session.\textsuperscript{5}
4. THE USE OF KALMAN FILTER FOR HUMAN MOTION TRACKING IN VIRTUAL REALITY

4.1 The Kalman Filter
The Kalman filter is a set of mathematical equations that provides an efficient computational means to recursively estimate the state and error covariance of a process, in a way that minimizes the mean of the squared error covariance. The Kalman channel is powerful in a few aspects: it supports estimations of past, present, and future states, and it can do so even notwithstanding when the state components are hidden, or the exact idea of the modeled framework is obscure. It is ideal as in the sense that gain K limits the trace of the error covariance, when the procedure, estimation, and noise models are proper. A more entire clarification of the Kalman channel is past the extent of this paper. The peruser is urged to counsel one of the many books or papers describing the filter, for example, Gelb (1974); Welch and Bishop (1995); Brown and Hwang (1996).

4.2 Kalman Filter for Motion Tracking
Beyond head, hand, and device tracking, there has been some interesting Kalman filter based motion capture work, some of which has discovered its way into commercially accessible items. Motion-capture frameworks are utilized to get dynamic kinematic models of moving humans (for instance, for motion studies or motion picture making). A generally famous approach is optical motion capture. The subjects wear dark black Lycra suits with golfball-sized retroreflective spheres joined everywhere. Uncommon infrared (IR) cameras with IR ring lights enlighten the scene and measure the 2D picture coordinates of the spheres, and in software the frameworks estimate the dynamic stance of the moving bodies. However, optical motion capture is presently making space for inertial frameworks (all utilizing Kalman filters) which are eliminating the need for infrastructure, enabling the client's movement to be caught past the lab, outside—for all intents and purposes anyplace.

Intriguing work on this was initially pursued by Eric Bachmann at the U.S. Naval Postgraduate School in 2000. Bachmann built custom small devices which included magnetometers and inertial sensors (angular rate gyros and linear accelerometers). He appended the devices to different points on the client's body, and after that utilizing Kalman filters and a kinematic model of the body (for earlier requirements), he could record human movement with no cameras. Around that same time, Shin, Lee, Shin, and Gleicher (2001) and Tak, Song, and Ko (2002) were utilizing the Kalman filter to help in on-or off-line interpretation of motion capture data. Luinge and Veltink (2005) utilized the Kalman filter to help evaluate the orientation of human body portions utilizing inertial sensors yet no magnetometers. To get an absolute reference for pitch and roll (not heading) they quantified the gravity vector utilizing accelerometers, and after that consolidated this with the incorporated yields of gyros utilizing an error-state (or integral) Kalman filter. In this way the accelerometers served as a guide to the framework, by giving a free measure of the gravity vector, which is utilized to help control orientation drift. This is like some prior work by Foxlin (1996). All the more as of late, Daniel Vlasic and his colleagues utilized a comparative approach; but, they utilized time-of-flight acoustic ranging to constrain the distances between the sensors, thus improving the robustness and accuracy of the captured motion.

Commercially, a business called Animazoo has built up an inertial motion capture framework that utilizes 3 DOF InertiaCube rotation sensors from InterSense mounted on every limb to evaluate the dynamic explained body models. Another business, called Xsens, has built up an inertial motion capture suit from the beginning, with custom inertial sensors. Xsens's Moven framework utilizes Kalman filters to track the position and orientation of each body fragment in view of custom sensors that incorporate linear accelerometers and angular rate gyros, making possible the capture of horizontal and vertical movement, for example, running and jumping.

III. CONCLUSION
As of now, virtual reality technology is most utilized as a part of the car and aviation ventures and industries. The organizations regularly need to simulate some working environment before the actual building. For this simulation, the virtual reality (VR) is the ideal arrangement. With this framework client can try to walk in the virtual production hall; and can check whether the space among machines is sufficiently huge for specialists and for traverse with material among these machines. Toward the starting the work environment is modelled and distinctive conditions are reproduced before its actual building. In the event that the manufactory is palatably designed, at that point acknowledgment and realization of its building begins. VR is utilized as a part of the design procedure, as well. In the event that the entire procedure of designing and planning of product is designed, controlled and simulated with help of virtual reality, in the manufacturing and assembling procedure there ought not be numerous more serious issues. This framework tracks the client's developments and accordingly the virtual user performs same movements like the client. With the assistance of these applications the organizations can attempt these conditions and thus save their monetary and financial resources.
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